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12.
18/8: PN will look at the definitions proposed by JVB for endogenous and derivative

Suggestion: PN and JVB can perhaps correspond by email to polish the definition between them

3.
-TS will look at the Principal Acts to see if there is a specific clause that could cause a conflict and should specifically be excluded.

1.
The experts will be requested to address the PC during deliberations. JVB’s concerns re indicating that the IP laws are not the only way to protect TK can be raised during that process.
3. 
- The drafting team will draft a section for Transitional Provisions (see Transitional provisions in the bioprospecting regulations in column 4, page 5)

- The drafting team to include any sections that TS points out as problematic in the section that provides for transitional measures to ensure a smooth transition / harmony in working between the current conventional IP system and the new TIP system
4. 
TS will have to explain performers rights v copyright to the PC and dti will have to put their case forward. The PC to make a decision on whether amendment of the Performers Protection Act is necessary.
18.
Definition of “Indigenous community” JVB to propose a definition. Suggestion: PN and JVB can perhaps correspond by email to polish the definition between them
3. + 15.
- TS will propose wording for a subsection to section 8A (with similar application in the  amendments of the other Principal Acts) that would make it clear that TIP is not part of the conventional IP system;
12.
 JVB will look at definitions for “Endogenous” and “Derivative” (JS: If we look at the definition of “derivative”, it is dependent on a HTIP existing. Should this link exist? This is something to think about when the definition is looked at.)
13.
A list of examples is contained in the WIPO definition (See column 3 page 14) – this could be used in relation to a list for the definition of DTIP

Suggestion: PN and JVB can perhaps correspond by email to polish the definition between them
5.
In the amendments to the Performers Protection act change “copyright” references to read “performers’ rights”
37. – 40.
There are no drafting issues here. The experts & dti could address the PC on these matters directly:
- The trust and the fund
- Will this be sustainable?
- Role of the PFMA
- How to use the funds for the benefit of the communities

Dti must show that the trust’s costs will be manageable and that it will comply with the Trust Act.
29. – 34
There are no drafting issues here. The experts could address the PC on these matters directly:
- royalties in general
- who must pay royalties?
- when should royalties be paid?
- to whom must royalties be paid?
- Who should determine how funds received by a central body is utilised and distributed for the benefit of the indigenous communities?
- What should be the role of the community?

4. 
TS will have to explain performers rights v copyright to the PC and dti will have to put their case forward. The PC to make a decision on whether amendment of the Performers Protection Act is necessary.
18.
”Indigenous Community”
	JVB to put together a definition for “Indigenous community taking into account:
	JVB’s & PN’s comments

“Recognisable” – by whom?
“Currently” rather to read “at the date of commencement of the Intellectual Property Laws Amendment Act, 2010”)

Suggestion: PN and JVB can perhaps correspond by email to polish the definition between them
15.
Drafters to check document and change references of TIP to IK

35.
We did not have time to discuss this. Could you please look at the clause as well as the comments of the other two experts and see if you can propose wording that could address the concern of exploitation of the communities, but that also will not stop commerce
6.
 TS to look at the section on International laws and comment iro whether it is sufficient.  S8L (amendment of Performers Protection Act) – also looking at S4 of Performers’ Protection
26.
 The drafters must ensure that a protocol from the community - setting out their structure; who represents them; what the IK is that they want to protect; what benefit sharing is envisaged etc. – is a requirement of an application for registration.

JVB to assist with the content of the protocol
16.
Drafters to include transfer to a legal person in the assignment section

37. – 40.
There are no drafting issues here. The experts & dti could address the PC on these matters directly:
- The trust and the fund
- Will this be sustainable?
- Role of the PFMA
- How to use the funds for the benefit of the communities
7.
The experts will be requested to address the PC during deliberations. TS’ concerns re drafting in general can be raised during that process.
29. – 34
There are no drafting issues here. The experts could address the PC on these matters directly:
- royalties in general
- who must pay royalties?
- when should royalties be paid?
- to whom must royalties be paid?
- Who should determine how funds received by a central body is utilised and distributed for the benefit of the indigenous communities?
- What should be the role of the community?
17.
Drafters need to ensure a section is included that provides that the registrar must require the 3 steps (prior written consent; agreement and council notified) iro registration of  any IP that has an aspect of IK in it.
+ 22.
Drafters to add the3 requirements as a general requirement for applications and use by third parties to the amendments to the TM and Designs Acts.

44.
We did not get to discuss this. Perhaps we can make the simplify the answer – please look at the ADR section and make proposals for wording that could assist to better the process
12. 
18/8: TS will look at the definitions proposed by JVB for endogenous and derivative
35.
We did not have time to discuss this. Could you please look at the clause as well as the comments of the other two experts and see if you can propose wording that could address the concern of exploitation of the communities, but that also will not stop commerce
22.
18/8: The drafters must remove the reference to heritage etc from the performer protection and copyright amendments, but keep the 3 requirements; 


13.
18/8: TS will refer the question on the existing rights of a holder of DTIP to the SAIIPL committee on Designs for an opinion.
37. – 40.
There are no drafting issues here. The experts & dti could address the PC on these matters directly:
- The trust and the fund
- Will this be sustainable?
- Role of the PFMA
- How to use the funds for the benefit of the communities
23.
Drafters need to relook at all the database sections to show that it is a “sub-register” and not a standalone database. This could have an unintended consequence for performers- and copyright as no registration is necessary for these two rights to vest. The drafters need to clearly indicate that copyright vests automatically, but it can be recorded as well to make proving ownership easier. Recording is not required for the right to vest. The name “database” can be kept to give TIP further distance from conventional IP


23.
TS will check whether the registration of cinematograph films is compulsory. If it is, that must be indicated in the changes to the database that the drafters will do.
44.
We did not get to discuss this. Perhaps we can make the simplify the answer – please look at the ADR section and make proposals for wording that could assist to better the process
23.
Keep TS comments on Cinematograph registrations in mind when redoing the database sections


29. – 34
There are no drafting issues here. The experts could address the PC on these matters directly:
- royalties in general
- who must pay royalties?
- when should royalties be paid?
- to whom must royalties be paid?
- Who should determine how funds received by a central body is utilised and distributed for the benefit of the indigenous communities?
- What should be the role of the community?


25. 
- The drafters must include this in the redraft. 
“(2)      Any —
(a)         indigenous community; or
(b)      person or juristic person authorised to act on behalf of an indigenous community,
may submit to the registrar of copyright a request together with the appropriate information for a traditional performance to be recorded in the database, whereupon the provisions of the said section 28C shall, with necessary changes, apply.”.

	The drafters must also refer to a protocol of the communities that must be supplied to establish the mandate of the representative



35.
We did not have time to discuss this. Could you please look at the clause as well as the comments of the other two experts and see if you can propose wording that could address the concern of exploitation of the communities, but that also will not stop commerce

26.
-  The drafters must ensure that a protocol from the community - setting out their structure; who represents them; what the IK is that they want to protect; what benefit sharing is envisaged etc. (JVB to assist with the content of the protocol) – is a requirement of an application for registration.

- This protocol should also be a requirement for any benefit sharing agreement

The drafters must also check that it is clear that a natural person representing the community or a legal person must be the applicant. 

- This also affects transfer – as at the death of a representative, the right must not inherit in his / her estate, but must transfer to a new representative.


37. – 40.
There are no drafting issues here. The experts & dti could address the PC on these matters directly:
- The trust and the fund
- Will this be sustainable?
- Role of the PFMA
- How to use the funds for the benefit of the communities

27. 
Drafters must delete the provision for repeat performances as the database registration is no longer a requirement in copyright and performance protection


43. 
TS to look at the proposed section and comment:
“(3)      No person appearing in proceedings before an institution contemplated in subsection (1) shall have the right to legal representation unless -
(a)        the adjudicator and all other parties consent; or
(b)        the adjudicator, after considering-
(i)         the nature of the questions of law raised by the dispute;
(ii)        the relative complexity and importance of the dispute; and
(iii)       the comparative ability of the parties to represent themselves in the adjudication,
concludes that it would be unreasonable to expect the party to deal with the adjudication without legal representation”

32.
The drafters need to relook at 8H(2); 28D(2). 43H(2) and 53H(2) to make sure funds are applied iro communities in different ways - if the owner is unknown or spread nationally it must be applied for all communities, if it cannot be shared because the community base is too broad, but is not national or unknown, it must be applied in favour of ony those specific communities as a whole


44.
We did not get to discuss this. Perhaps we can make the simplify the answer – please look at the ADR section and make proposals for wording that could assist to better the process

36.
Drafters to ensure this is clearly indicated in the act:
Royalties are payable on DTIP  to the owners of the HTIP, after the performers’ right / copyright / TM/ Design has expired, if the DTIP is still used for commercial purposes




42. 
Drafters to include a section in the ADR measure that “Any ADR must take cognisance of relevant customary conflict resolution mechanisms”.








PC
	The PC to decide whether enforcement should be strengthened in this bill, or whether the current system should be used for now, and with practical experience an amendment could be made at a later stage from enforcement lessons learned.


